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SOx NOx CO2

Regional level
Reduction of the total annual GHG 
emissions by at least 70% in 2050 
compared to 2008

International level
Reduction of the total annual GHG 
emissions by at least 50% in 2050 
compared to 2008

Marine Directive

ECAs

Applies to new keels Applies to the ‘entire fleet’

It has become obvious that marine applications should go 
green
This signal has eventually been officialised by the IMO

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32008L0056


Existing technologies, even combined, will not suffice
LNG has proved efficient to address particulate emissions, but fails significantly contributing to CO2 reductions

The alternative design is the process by which it must be demonstrated that safety, reliability and dependability of the 
systems is equivalent to that achieved with new and comparable conventional oil-fuelled main and auxiliary machinery

Until there are rules for H2 as a marine fuel, H2 ships must follow the 
“Alternative design process”, which is:
• Lengthy
• Costly
• Unpredictable
• Subjective to individual interpretation

Perennial requests from the sector
• Regulation
• International cooperation 

Source: Carnival Corporation & PLC

IMO targets are not achievable with current technologies, 
converting the entire fleet to LNG will not be sufficient.
Urgent need to regulate H2 for ships



Hydrogen is now foreseen as part of the solution
Through multiplying hydrogen related studies
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…and in practice FCH vessels are accelerating (2019)
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Port strategies and local availability of fuels matter
If Ports can be at the cornerstone of the hydrogen economy not all of them will dare the investment



Today infrastructure is just severely missing
Whilst the upcoming AFID will be supportive of on-road uses, nothing is in place to support maritime uses

https://h2.live/en
https://www.fchobservatory.eu/observatory/technology-and-market/net-number-of-fcevs

NOTE: this map does not cover the totality of HRS deployment in 
Europe.

Terrestrial Waterborne

Available: ~ 140
In planning: ~ 20
Vehicles: ~ 1800

Available: 0
In planning: ~ 4
Vehicles: 0

Started around 2010 Still maturing

https://h2.live/en
https://www.fchobservatory.eu/observatory/technology-and-market/net-number-of-fcevs


Uncertainty about what type of fuel will be used hinders 
investment

The industry itself is not keen to force a way forward between Gaseous Hydrogen, Cryogenic, Ammonia, e-fuels and Liquid Organic Hydrogen carriers



• For some years hydrogen will remain more expensive than fossil fuels, whichever its form. The development of 
hydrogen as a mean to decarbonise the difficult to abate shipping sector will rely on support and guidance.

• In the current initial phase (Now!) specific support schemes are necessary. They should:

 Stimulate in an integrated approach new bunkering infrastructure as well as technology on board the 
vessels, preferably in the same subsidy call.

 Support both investments and operational costs through contracts for difference (CfDs) to make 
renewable hydrogen if not competitive at least attractive relative to incumbent fossil fuels 

EC role, partnering with IMO towards acceleration?
Institutional support is instrumental for the acceleration of HFC penetration

• In a second phase (>2023), and once Hydrogen based 
solutions are proven at scale, stricter regulations, 
established in coordination with IMO will then be 
necessary. They must be aligned with equivalent regulations 
to road transport, to avoid the moving of cargo from sea to 
land.

• Technology gaps needs to be identified and filled. Codes and 
standards must be in place to address them.
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